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1. Introduction. One of the most interesting results of transforma-

tion groups is the existence of slices. If the group is compact and Lie

and the space is completely regular, Mostow proved [5], as a gen-

eralization of works of Gleason, Koszul, Montgomery, Yang and

many others, that there is a d-slice through every x in the space

where Gx is the isotropy subgroup at x. If the group is not compact

but Lie and if the space is a Cartan space, then Palais proves in [7]

the same result. As we know, if the space is Cartan then each orbit

of the space is closed and each isotopy subgroup is compact. From

the point of view of ordinary differential equations, Dugundji and

Antosiewicz study (see [2]) parallelizable flow where the space is

metric and the group is the real line. The parallelizable flow is essen-

tially a trivial bundle and a special Cartan space. Consequently, it

has a Gj-slice for every x. If the space is not Cartan, the situation is

very different and it need not have CVslices (see [7]). In this note we

show that some of these spaces do have slices of certain type for each

point.

Let (X, T, LI) be a transformation group where T is a noncompact

Lie group. Let 5 be a closed, normal, syndetic subgroup of T. If X

is locally compact, normal, Hausdorff and (X, S, LI) is locally weakly

almost periodic, then through each xEX, we show that there is an

TTj-slice, where 77* is a closed subgroup of G, and contains Gx. In

general, the sets 77* and 77x-slice can be chosen as proper subsets of

T and X respectively if Cl(xS)^Cl(xT). We also show that if T is

any topological group and X is compact, Hausdorff, minimal but not

minimal under a closed normal, syndetic subgroup S of T then there

is a proper closed subgroup 77 of T such that for each xEX there is

a proper closed subset Bx of X such that Bx is a global T7-slice. In

fact, 77= {h\xhEC\(xS)) and Bx = C\(xH) for xEX.

2. Lemmas. We may find the following definitions in [3].

Definition. Let (X, T, II) be a transformation group. Let xEX.

The group T is called locally weakly almost periodic at x if U is a

neighborhood of x, there exist a neighborhood V of x and a compact
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subset KoiT such that y G V and t E T imply ytK(~\ U^0. The group

T is called locally weakly almost periodic on X if T is locally weakly

almost periodic at every xEX. The space X is called minimal under

T if ClixT)=X for every xEX.

Lemma 1. Let (X, T, II) be a transformation group, where X is a.

locally compact, Hausdorff space and T is locally weakly almost periodic.

Then the class of all orbit-closures under T is a star-open and star-closed

partition and each orbit-closure is compact.

Proof. By a star-open (star-closed) partition, we mean it is a par-

tition of the space X and for every open set (closed set) V of X,

thesetF*= {Cl(xr)|xGF} is open (closed) (see [3]). This lemma is

known. For example, it is the direct consequence of Remark 2.30,

Theorem 4.15 and Theorem 4.16 in [3].

Lemma 2. Let iX, T, H) be a transformation group, where X is a

compact, Hausdorff, minimal set. Let S be a closed syndetic normal sub-

group of T such that X is not minimal under S. Then the class of all

orbit-closures under S is a star-open and star-closed partition and each

orbit-closure is compact.

Proof. It is a consequence of Lemma 1 and the fact that in this

case S is locally weakly almost periodic on X (see Theorem 4.19 in

[3]). By a syndetic subgroup, we mean SK = T for some compact

set K in T.
Let iX, T, II) be a locally weakly almost periodic transformation

group, where X is a locally compact and Hausdorff space and T is a

Lie group. Let S be a closed, normal, syndetic subgroup of T. Let

R be the relation on X defined by the orbit-closures of 5, namely

xRy if and only if xGCl(yS). We know that xECliyS) iff yGCl(xS)
(see [3]); it is clear that R is an equivalence relation.

Lemma 3. If S is locally weakly almost periodic on X, then R is an

open and closed relation and the quotient space X* = X/R is Hausdorff

and locally compact. If X is normal then X* is normal.

Proof. Let P: X-^X* be the natural projection. Then by Lemma

1, P is open and closed. We shall show that X* is Hausdorff. Let

x*=P(Cl(xS)) and y*=P(Cl(yS)) be two distinct points in X*.

Then, by Lemma 1, Cl(xS) and Cl (yS) are compact and

Cl(xS)r\Cl(yS) = 0. Since X is Hausdorff and Cl(x5) and Cl(yS)
are compact, there exist two open sets U and V such that Cl(x5) G U

and Cl(yS)CFwith UC\V=0. Consequently, FnCl(yS) = 0. Let
U' = {Cl izS) I zEU} and (£/)'= {Cl(s5)|zGl7}. It is easy to see that
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(U)r\Cl(yS)=0. Then P(U') = U* is open injf* and P((U)')
= (£/)* is closed in X* with x*EU* and y*EU*. Let W*=X*

-(77)*. Then IF* is open in X*, y*EW* and W*C\U* = 0. Since P

is open and continuous, X* is also locally compact if X is locally com-

pact. Similarly, we can show X* is normal if X is normal. The Lemma

is proved.

Let T* = T/S be the quotient group of T. It is again a Lie group.

Denote q: 7—>7* to be the natural projection. Define II*: X*XT*

->X*byII*(x*,t*) = (xt)*.

Lemma 4. The /ollowing diagram:

n
X X  T -> X

p\       q              P

X* x  T*-> X*
n*

is commutative and the triple (X*, T*, II*) is a trans/ormation group

induced by (X, T, II).

Proof. To show the diagram is commutative it is enough to show

that for each xEX and tET, P (Cl(xS)St) = (xt)*. Since Cl(xS)St

= Cl(xS)t = Cl((xt)S) we have P(Cl((xt)S)) = (xt)*. That the mapping

II* is continuous is clear from the fact that both p and q are open and

continuous. To show that (X*, T*, II*) is a transformation group is

a straightforward computation by using the facts: p and q are open

and continuous, Sis a closed normal subgroup and the above diagram

is commutative.

3. Main results. We may find the following definition from [6]:

Definition. Let 77 be a closed subgroup of T. A subset B of X

is called an H-kernel if

(1) 73 is closed in BT,

(2) BH = B,
(3) for each tET-H, Bt(~\B = 0.

An 77-kernel B in X is called an H-slice in X if BT is open. If BT = X,

we call B a global H-slice for X. If xEX then by a slice at x we mean

a Gz-slice in X.

Theorem 1. Let (X, T, LI) be a locally weakly almost periodic trans-

formation group, where X is a locally compact, normal, Hausdorff space

and T is a noncompact Lie group. Let S be a proper, closed, normal,

syndetic subgroup of T. If X is not a minimal set under S, then for each

xEX, there is a closed subgroup Hx such that (S\JGZ) EHX and a closed
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subset Bx such that Bx is an Hx-slice in X. In general, if Cl(x.S) ?^Cl(x T)

for xEX, the sets Hx and Bx can both be chosen as proper subsets of T

and X respectively.

Proof. Let iX*, T*, II*) be the induced transformation group of

iX, T, II) as in Lemma 4. Then X* is again locally compact, normal,

Hausdorff and T* is a compact Lie group. Let xEX and pix)=x*.

Since X* is complete regular, by a known result as we quoted in the

introduction, there is aGx*-slice 73** for each x*EX*, where Gx* is the

isotropy subgroup of T* of x*. Let p_1(x*) =CI(x5) for the given

xEX. Letg_1(Gx») = HX. Then Hxis a closed subgroup of J" which con-

tains Gx as well as S. Let p~liB*x*) = 73. Let p~liBt*T*) = M. It is clear

that Bx is invariant under S and M = BXT. The openness of B**T*

in X* implies the openness of M in X. We know 73** is closed in

B**T*, it follows that73z is closed in BXT. From 73**GX* = 73*» we have

BXHX=BX. It remains to show that for each tET — Hx, Bxtf~\Bx = 0.

Let qit)=t, then q~1it)=tS. It is clear that t*ET*-Gx*. Conse-

quently, B^*t*r\B*, = 0. It implies that BxtSC\Bx = 0. From BxtS

= BxSt = Bxt, we have BxtC\Bx = 0. This proves that there is an Hx-

slice for every xEX.

If Cl(x5)?^Cl(xr), then GX*9^T* and, from the properties of a

slice, B*p^X. Consequently, p~liB*) =B and q~1iGx*) =HX are proper

subsets of X and T respectively.

Theorem 2. Let iX, T, II) be a minimal but not minimal under a

closed, normal syndetic subgroup S of T, where X is compact Hausdorff

and T is any topological group. Then there is a proper closed subgroup

H such that for each xEX there exists a proper closed subset Bx with

Bxas a global H-slice in X andiSyJGx) EH- In fact, H= {h\xhEClisS)}

and Bx = ClixH) for every xEX.

Proof. It is known, in this case, that the class of all orbit-closures

under S is a decomposition of X (e.g. see [3, p. 33]). In particular,

Cl(xS) is a minimal set under 5 and Cl(xS) ¥^X for every xEX. Let

Bx = ClixS) and H= {t\xtEClixS), tET}. Since S is normal and

Cl(xS) is minimal under S it is not hard to see that H is a proper,

closed subgroup of T. We shall see that Cl(xS) is a global 77-slice

at x in X. We know that (1) Cl(xS) T= ClixT) =X and Cl(x5) is, of

course, closed in X; (2) for each hEH, we have xhEClixS), it implies

Cl(xS)fe = Cl(xW>). Since Cl(x5) is a minimal set under S, we have

ClixhS)=ClixS) or Cl(x5)7J=Cl(x5); (3) from the definition of H
we have for each tET-H, Cl(x5)iPiCl(x5) = 0. Suppose not. There

are y and z in Cl(x5) such that yi = z or CliytS) = ClizS). This implies
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Cl(yS)t=Cl(zS). Since CI(xS) = CI(yS) = CI(zS) we have Cl(xS)t
= Cl(xS) or xtECl(xS) and tEH. A contradiction! We already show

that C\(xS)t — X. Consequently, Cl(x.S) is a global 77-slice at x.

For each gEGx, we have xg = xGCl(x5), and it follows that GxEH.

It is also easy to see that SEH. The theorem is proved.

The most known examples of minimal continuous flows are not

totally minimal, including nilflows (see [l]).
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